Take Control

of your clinical research

Easily configure and manage your own clinical studies
eClinical solutions are NOT created equally. While it’s true that the majority of today’s systems provide significant
efficiencies to the research community, most still have serious shortcomings. These include complicated user
interfaces, large up-front licensing costs, long development timelines and complex setup tools that require a computer
programmer.
Not so with iMedNet™ eClinical, MedNet’s innovative, cloud-based technology platform that allows nontechnical
research professionals to quickly, easily and affordably build and manage studies themselves…no programmers
required! Here’s a summary of iMedNet’s unique benefits:
Complete Do-It-Yourself Control – iMedNet’s comprehensive and easy-to-use Designer Tools allow
sponsors, CROs and independent investigators to easily configure their own studies.
Rapid Study Development – iMedNet’s intuitive and efficient configuration tools allow you to set up
studies in days or weeks – not months. And features such as study replication, reusable forms and
pre-loaded CDASH CRFs ensure maximum efficiency as well as compliance with both industry and
corporate standards.
Low Cost – iMedNet’s software-as-a-service (SaaS) pricing minimizes upfront fees and dramatically
lowers overall costs. This budgetable, “no surprises” approach makes it a practical solution for all
study types, including Phase I–IV trials, feasibility studies and registries.
Exceptional Flexibility – iMedNet is ultra-configurable, meaning that it can easily accommodate your
unique workflows, templates and processes. You don’t need to conform to iMedNet…it conforms to
you.
Easy to Use – Intuitive navigation, plus features such as To-Do-Lists and Dashboards make iMedNet
easy, fast and efficient for all parties, from investigators, research coordinators and monitors, to data
managers, biostatisticians and corporate leadership.

iMedNet

Providing a fresh perspective on eClinical

iMedNet

Capabilities Overview
iMedNet provides a robust suite of features that encompass study design, study management, data management and
system integration. With iMedNet, you gain access to far more than just EDC…you get practical CTMS and CDMS tools
that help you effectively manage your entire study, from site initiation to casebook management.

Designer Tools – Easily configure and deploy your own studies


Study on Demand – Dramatically simplifies study
creation. Build new studies by replicating existing
ones…complete with business logic...literally in
just minutes!



Business Logic Manager – Supports desired
clinical workflows, business rules and edit
checks…including form triggers, email
notifications and conditional branching.



Form Manager – Delivers an intuitive “drag and
drop” interface supporting easy CRF layout, data
field creation, data properties definition and
embedded logs.



Project Manager – Guides designers through the
study setup process: randomization, study
intervals, patient grids and more.



Additional Designer Tools:



Form Library – Automates the storing and reuse
of forms, form sections and individual questions
in new studies. Includes a library of predefined
CDASH forms.

•
•
•
•
•

Sponsor/Study Community Manager
Role Based Security Manager
Validation Manager
UAT Environments
Release Manager

Data Management Tools – Simplify data cleaning, analysis and reporting


Auto Coding – Automates the coding of free text
terms using any dictionary (MedDRA, WHO Drug,
etc.), while streamlining backend coder review/
workflow.



Datasets on Demand – Provides worldwide,
anytime, unlimited, real-time access to full or
partial datasets in multiple formats (including
SAS).



Query Manager – Facilitates the efficient
identification and resolution of queries placed on
patients, CRFs or individual data fields by 		
monitors, data managers, auto queries and more.



Additional Data Management Tools:



Report Manager – Delivers powerful ad hoc report
building, graphing and downloading tools for real-		
time data analyses.

		•
		•
		•
		•

Adverse Event Reporting
CEC Adjudication
Comprehensive Audit Functions
Casebook Manager

								

Study Management Tools – Effectively conduct and manage clinical research


Site Documents – Supports site start-up activities,
including the uploading and tracking of both
study-specific and study-independent site
documents.



To Do Lists – Provides key user types with autocreated task lists with direct links to items
requiring attention.





Efficient Data Entry Forms – Simplifies data entry
via superior form designs, conditional branching,
multi-page navigation aids and more.
Dashboards – Ensures each user has easy access
to the specific task lists, functions and reports
(across one or more studies) that are important to
that user type.

CRF Dashboard – Streamlines access to queries, 		
data changes and approval histories…all from 		
								
within the CRF record.




Inventory Manager – Simplifies research product 		
inventory management, requests, shipments, 		
tracking and reporting.



Imaging – Delivers an easy-to-use toolset for
uploading, viewing and managing DICOM images.



Global Messaging – Ensures timely and auditable
communications to selected user groups across
one or more studies.



Additional Study Management Tools:

		• Site/User Manager			
		• Patient Record Grid
		• Double Data Entry
		• RNav (Rapid Navigation) – Efficient cross			 form and cross-patient data entry
		• iPRO™ – Web-based patient reported 		
			outcomes

Integration Tools – Efficiently share data with other systems


Data Import Manager – Expedites the uploading
(and business logic verification) of data directly
into iMedNet.



Web Services – Supports secure, standards-based
access to iMedNet data directly by third
party applications.

Experience the MedNet difference

iMedNet

Developed by MedNet Solutions…your trusted eClinical partner
With iMedNet, you can be confident that you’ve not only selected the most innovative, easy-to-use and affordable
eClinical solution available today, but also partnered with one of the most experienced and respected eClinical
technology companies…MedNet Solutions. This combination of leading-edge technology and a corporate culture
based on insight, hard-work and professionalism delivers you the following advantages:
 A Groundbreaking, Highly Practical eClinical System
		 Built entirely by MedNet programmers from the ground up, iMedNet is a creative technology platform
		 based on MedNet’s extensive track-record developing proven eClinical solutions for more than a decade.
 A Turnkey, Cloud-Based, Worry-Free Solution
		iMedNet is fully hosted in MedNet’s high availability, redundant and secure data centers. iMedNet 		
		 supports key industry standards (e.g. 21CFR11, CDISC, HIPAA and GCP) and recent versions of the most
		 popular browsers. And as a pure web-based solution, there is no local software to download or support.

		
		
		
		
		

Comprehensive Professional Technology Services
From multiple online and in-person training resources, to complete consulting and customer support options,
you have access to an extensive array of wrap-around services whenever and wherever you need them. And if
you elect to outsource your iMedNet study build, we can handle that as well through our internal Technology
Project Management Team or via our iMedNet Partner Program – CROs and consultants fully certified by
MedNet to effectively build iMedNet studies.
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